The segmentation and visualization of a neuron in the housefly's visual system.
Those studying biological systems are often interested in the morphology of the various microscopic organelles. The three dimensional reconstruction and visualization of objects provide a powerful tool to understand the nature of each object, and its relationship to other objects. Segmentation is the key to 3D analysis and study of objects that have been recorded with a series of sectioned images, such as from a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). Segmentation is the process of completely separating or isolating the individual objects in an image. A seed-based semi-automatic segmentation tool has been developed to aid in the process of 3D visualization of objects recorded with serial sectioned images, including a boundary creation method that maintains the separate identity of contacting objects. This segmentation tool also allows the user to retain background information as a separate object, providing important reference and landmark information for the object of interest. This paper summarizes the main parts of the segmentation algorithm and presents 3D reconstructions of visual neurons of the housefly, Musca domestica. These reconstructions are compared to typical 3D images produced from other widely used software packages, including standard CLSM imaging software and the popular ImageJ supported by National Institute of Health (NIH). Efforts are underway to develop a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) for the segmentation algorithm to entice broader used in research settings.